
 

LAURENCEKIRK SCOUT HALL – THE OPTIONS 

Option 1: Do minimum (approx. £1000.00 short-term) 

Emergency works only, scale down fundraising. When the hall becomes uninhabitable the 
land returns to the original owner, and we rent premises elsewhere. 

Advantages – our own children at least will continue to benefit; we can either reduce our 
fundraising efforts or direct them to other good causes. 

Disadvantages – not sustainable; renting may be less convenient; may be difficult to identify 
suitable premises for rent.  

Option 2: Staged refurbishment of existing building (up to £120,000) 

Emergency works, plus staged refurbishment as funds become available. Continued strong 
fundraising efforts, plus becoming more proactive in seeking grants and donations. 

Advantages – group retains control of land and hall usage; fundraising will be difficult but not 
impossible; opportunities to involve volunteers; the hall will last for 20-25 years and have 
potential for income generation through community use. 

Disadvantages – grant awarding bodies reluctant to support projects with a single purpose / 
beneficiary; will take several years to complete, so emergency work will have to be funded.  

Option 3: New build on same site (approx. £220,000 + rent) 

Emergency works, plus project planning for a new build in future. Continued strong 
fundraising efforts, and becoming more proactive in seeking grants and donations. Taking a 
more creative and flexible approach to how we plan to use the hall.  

Advantages – potential to be nicer, more efficient to heat, and easier to let out; more 
attractive environment is likely to encourage new troop members and leaders. 

Disadvantages – current boys unlikely to benefit; site fairly restricted; would have to meet 
very stringent requirements (accessibility, insulation etc); extra administrative implications for 
the charity if renting out the premises; would have to vacate while new build erected; could 
struggle for funding due to limited possibilities for community use. 

Option 4: New build on new site, possibly alongside new Academy (approx. £500,000) 

Emergency works, plus project planning for new build in 5-10 years time; a more ambitious 
project, possibly including accommodation. Feasibility would have to be confirmed by 
professional study. 

Advantages – opportunity to embed Scouting in future planning for Laurencekirk; potential 
partners interested in working with us; benefits for the wider community as well as Scouting; 
funding for feasibility study is available from Aberdeenshire Council; we would get proceeds 
from sale of existing site; political climate for ‘social enterprise’ model is favourable; may 
attract large-scale funding; would be a state of the art Scout Hall. 

Disadvantages – potential dilution of Scouting brand; uncertainty; risk; complexity; scale of 
project relative to group’s size; cost.  


